
Orlando Couples Hire Mike Briggs
Photography To Capture Their Portrait &
Wedding Photos

Mike Briggs Photography is an Orlando

wedding photography service that

captures gorgeous, natural photos and

candid moments for the big day.

LAKE MARY, FL, UNITED STATES,

January 6, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A

wedding is one of the most significant

life events, where two souls commit to

each other for a beautiful life ahead

together. Having a wedding in Orlando

is both thrilling and taxing. This green

metropolis in Central Florida is home

to breathtakingly magnificent locations

for a memorable Orlando wedding.

Hiring a professional Orlando wedding

photography service that can capture

special moments from the finest

possible angles is just as important as

booking caterers, decorators, and other service providers. Mike Briggs Photography provides

couples in the Orlando area with the peace of mind they deserve on their wedding day. It

provides them with highly skilled Orlando wedding photographers who capture breathtaking

natural images and perfectly timed candid moments.

Orlando is also a popular destination for weddings, with many photographers offering wedding

photography services in the area. Some photographers may specialize in a particular style of

wedding photography, such as traditional, photojournalistic, or fine art. In contrast, others may

be more versatile and able to adapt to their clients' specific needs and preferences. In general,

Orlando wedding photographers are likely to be experienced professionals familiar with the local

venues and can help couples capture beautiful and memorable images of their special day. For

example, Mike and Kim, the photographers behind Mike Briggs Photography, make it their

mission to give engaged couples a keepsake-quality photo album filled with unguarded smiles,

tearful hugs, hilarious faces, and intricate details from their wedding day. 

"Thank you so much for these beautiful photos. We have worked with Mike for all photo needs

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.mikebriggsphoto.com/
https://www.mikebriggsphoto.com/
https://www.mikebriggsphoto.com/


We have worked with Mike

for all photo needs since our

wedding, and I wouldn't

have it any other way. If

Mike isn't your

photographer, then you are

making a mistake.”

Brooke Jean-Philippe

since our wedding, and I wouldn't have it any other way.

We love his work, and just overall person, our experience

with Mike is always a good time. He is patient, kind, and

always on time. I came to mike for our maternity shoot and

had no idea what to do. Mike gave me so many ideas, and

we settled on one, and let me tell you, the result was

breathtaking. Mike's talent and the business relationship

are unmatched. If Mike isn't your photographer, then you

are making a mistake." - Brooke Jean-Philippe

A professional Orlando, Florida, wedding photographer

can capture candid moments, portrait photos, and detailed wedding photographs to make the

big day a memorable event for a lifetime. Candid moments are unplanned, spontaneous

moments that happen naturally during a wedding. Photographers capture candid moments by

being observant and ready to snap a photo at a moment's notice. Portrait photographs are more

formal and posed shots of a couple or individual subjects. Photographers often use lighting and

posing techniques to create flattering and attractive images. Finally, detailed wedding

photographs capture the smaller, more intricate details of the wedding, such as the decorations,

flowers, and attire. Photographers will use close-up shots and creative compositions to highlight

these details. 

Professional photographers like those at Mike Briggs Photography are trained to inconspicuously

anticipate moments rather than react to them, allowing them to position couples in flattering

poses and take advantage of optimal lighting and camera angles without resorting to fakery.

Unique, chill, hilarious, stunning, and the most memorable day of their lives. That's why people

in Orlando book Mike Briggs Photography for their wedding and portrait services.

About Mike Briggs Photography

For couples looking to capture the most important day of their lives in a way that will last a

lifetime, Mike Briggs Photography is one of the best options in Orlando, Florida. Mike and Kim

Briggs Photography has been capturing weddings for over ten years and is the trusted choice for

candid, portrait, and wedding photography. From engagement to wedding photography, they'll

ensure that every moment is captured in the most beautiful way possible.

Mike Briggs Photography

3224 W Lake Mary Blvd STE 1520, 

Lake Mary, FL 32746, United States

+14075925489

Mike Briggs

Mike Briggs Photography

https://www.mikebriggsphoto.com/
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